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In early 2021, Apple will enforce policies announced in June 2020, including the requirement
that all apps in the App Store prompt people in accordance with their AppTrackingTransparency
framework (the Apple prompt). Once Apple enforces the prompt and it’s shown on Facebook
and Instagram, advertisers running campaigns targeted at iOS 14 may be impacted by
limitations on data sharing. We disagree with Apple’s approach and solution, yet we have no
choice but to show the prompt. As such we will continue to use Apple’s device identifier for
advertising (IDFA). If we don’t, they will block Facebook from the App Store which may further
harm the businesses and users that rely on our services. We cannot take this risk on behalf of
the millions of businesses who use our platform to grow. This guide provides guidance to help
you prepare for this shift in advance of these changes.

01. The impact of Apple’s
		new measurement
		 standard on advertisers
Apps, including Facebook, will be required to ask people on
iOS 14 for permission to share data for advertising purposes.
Apple’s protocol for tracking opt-out devices, Private Click
Measurement (PCM), does not solve for key advertiser use cases.
Aggregated Event Measurement is a new protocol from Facebook
that solves for key advertiser use cases while supporting
measurement and privacy.
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Advertisers can expect changes in advertising tool setup, targeting, delivery,
measurement and reporting.

Advertising tools setup

Targeting and delivery

Advertisers using the Facebook
pixel should verify their domain
in order to configure and
measure conversions events.

Default attribution windows
are moving from 7-day clickthrough and 1-day view-through
to 7-day click-through only for
all conversions and catalog sales
objective campaigns. Advertisers
should expect delivery to be
less efficient compared to
historical performance.

Advertisers will be limited to 8
conversion events per domain.
When an event is changed,
it will trigger a 72-hour cool
down period before new
campaigns can be started
using changed events.

Website Custom Audience
sizes may be smaller due to
lower match quality.
Advertisers using Dynamic Ads
based Retargeting may see
performance and audience size
decrease due to the loss of some
events from people on iOS 14.
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Measurement and
reporting
Campaign reporting will
be delayed, aggregated
and limited.
Facebook will no longer be
able to support 28-day clickthrough, 28-day view-through
and 7-day view-through
attribution windows.
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02. Actions advertisers can
		 take with Facebook to
		 optimize for iOS 14
AC TI ON 1
Verify your domain in Facebook Business Manager
Verifying your business domain will ensure no immediate or future
disruption to your ability to configure and measure conversion events.
The steps to verify your domain can be found here.
In some cases, domain verification is recommended rather than required.
Below are examples for both scenarios:
• Scenario 1: Domain verification required: If there are multiple pixels on the advertiser’s
domain used by multiple Business Managers or ad accounts, one Business Manager
must verify the domain so they can have authority over which events are eligible for their
domain when Aggregated Event Measurement applies.
• Scenario 2: Domain verification recommended: If one Business Manager owns all the
pixels on the domain, they will be able to edit event configuration for a domain without
going through domain verification.
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AC T IO N 2
Prepare to operate with a maximum of 8
conversion events per domain
• 8 conversion event maximum: In early 2021, every domain with
existing conversion events will be set to the top 8 conversion events
based on campaign spend within the last 28 days. Ad sets optimizing
for events outside the top 8 conversion events will be paused.
Advertisers should prioritize the 8 events that are most important to
the business outcomes they want to drive.

• Event configuration: If an advertiser wants to change the configured
events, they can configure their top 8 conversion events within a new
event configuration tool. Advertisers will not need to make changes
to their pixel, as event configuration will be done in Events Manager.

• Prepare for a cool down period: Any modification of an event will
automatically pause the ad sets using that event for 72 hours in order
to eliminate the risk of incorrect attribution.

AC T IO N 3
Anticipate changes to attribution windows
and update automated rules if necessary
Advertisers using 28-day attribution and/or automated
rules should:
• Use the Comparing Windows feature to see how conversions
attributed to their ads compare across different attribution windows.
This will allow advertisers to better anticipate any changes in
reported conversions as a result of moving to a 7-day window.
• Export any historical 28-day attribution window data. Please note
that historical data will continue to remain accessible via the Ads
Insights API even after the changes go into effect.
• Update any automated rules using a 28-day attribution window to
prevent any unexpected adjustments in spend once the new 7-day
click-through window default goes into effect.

As Apple’s requirements continue to evolve and new
information becomes available, Facebook will share
additional guidance.
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